Creative Writing Area
Recommended Course Sequence

ENGL 1102 Composition II
(must earn grade of C or higher)

WRIT 3130 Creative Writing
3130 is a Common Body of Knowledge (CBK) course and should be thought as the introduction to all 4000- and 5000-level genre workshops

WRIT 4430 Poetry Writing
WRIT 4130 Creative Nonfiction (CNF) Writing
WRIT 4231 Screenwriting
WRIT 4530 Fiction Writing

WRIT 5430 Ad. Poetry Writing
WRIT 5531 Ad. CNF Writing
WRIT 5231 Ad. Screenwriting
WRIT 5560 Ad. Fiction Writing

WRIT 2131 Applied Creative Writing
WRIT 2133 Genres in CW*
WRIT 2090, 3030 or 5030 Special Topics in CW
WRIT 3140 Writing for Young Readers*
WRIT 2290 Creativity for Writers
WRIT 3490 Writing the Southern Experience*
WRIT 5532 Flash Prose*

NOTES
courses in gray box represent recommended paths & frequent offerings
it is recommended that students choosing courses for next semester consult with CW professors as well as their advisor for advice on sequencing

ARROW GUIDE
Required Prerequisite
Recommended Sequence
Courses can be taken simultaneously
* Not frequently offered